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Disaster Planning Assumptions
This plan is intended to prepare Houses of Worship for extreme disasters, involving the need to
shelter in place or evacuate the facility.

● Police, Fire, Paramedics, and 911 response may be overrun for the first 3 days after
a major disaster - do not expect their help immediately.

● People may be left largely on their own for the first three days and will look to
neighborhood resources, including Houses of Worship.

● Utilities may be unavailable for extended periods of time (electricity, water and gas).
● Communication systems may be down (telephone, cellular networks, internet).
● Transportation systems may be severely damaged making road closures necessary.

Designate an Emergency Coordinator and Team
Planning is a team effort. Create plans as through the coordinator will be unavailable during a
disaster.

● Planning team members should include representatives for all areas of the Risk
Assessment: People (staff and members), Building (facilities), Equipment (durable
goods necessary for operations), Data (financial as well as membership
information), Programs (outward facing activities of the organization) and
Operations (internal activities that support the organization), as well as any other
important areas that need to be preserved.

● Disaster Response Leadership should not be confined to the above planning team
members. All staff (paid and volunteer) should be trained in one or more
components of the Incident Command System: Incident Command (person in
charge), Logistics (staffing, facilities, and material resources), Operations (outward
facing activities in support of life and safety), Financial (maintaining payroll and
reimbursement records), or Planning (documentation in support of response
activities as well as reimbursement and fundraising), Public Information Officer
(communication with staff, members, and the public), and Safety Coordinator
(ensures all activities are safe).
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Disaster Mission Statement
In order to determine what to do during a disaster, it is important to know in advance what role
your organization intends to take during a response. Will you play a role in the larger community
response, will you limit support to your members and staff, or will you shutter your organization
until the major disaster challenges have been addressed by first responders and other
organizations?

● What essential services must be continued?
● What additional services might your organization be able to provide?
● Do you have the capacity to fulfill these intended obligations?

Community Planning
It is possible that your organization may take on a disaster response role for the community that is
not part of your regular operations (sheltering or local assistance center, donations management,
or childcare for example). Consider the possibilities now, and incorporate them into your Disaster
Mission Statement, Emergency Plans, and Continuity Planning. More information on this is
included in Step 15. Service Continuation.

● What additional roles would be appropriate for our organization?
● Do the leadership and funding partners support these efforts?
● Does the insurance cover these additional risks?
● Are there enough staff and members trained to provide the support being offered?
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Preparing Staff for Emergencies
Staff members will need to ensure the safety and well being of their family, loved ones, and pets
before they will be able to support organizational response goals. Providing for the individual
preparedness of staff members is a vital step in being able to respond to an emergency and
support the goals of a Disaster Mission Statement.

● Offer staff personal preparedness training annually. Training should include
maintaining emergency contact information, critical data backups, evacuation
plans, shelter in place supplies and emergency go kits.

● When possible, support staff with shelter in place and emergency go kit supplies
for their home or vehicle.

Personnel
Depending on your organization’s schedule and facility usage, a full contingent of staff may be
available on site to organize a response. Staff may need to be called and asked to report in. Work
from home staff may be asked to report in to support a disaster response, this should be clearly
communicated during Incident Command Systems training.

● How many staff will be able to continue working after a major disaster? (Staff with
disabilities, children or elderly family members may be unable to report in)
__________

● Is this number sufficient to meet the requirements of the Disaster Mission
Statement? (If not, revisit the DMS) __________

● Create a call down list of potentially available staff and members, with their
estimated availability (can they work weekends?), and their areas of expertise or
training. UPDATE THIS LIST EVERY 6 MONTHS AND DISTRIBUTE TO KEY STAFF MEMBERS

● Can any of these vital functions be maintained by members or volunteers? If so, list
the roles and required training members and volunteers would need to have,
including a list of potential volunteers. UPDATE THIS LIST EVERY 6 MONTHS AND
DISTRIBUTE TO KEY STAFF MEMBERS

Sample Fields for Call Down List Spreadsheet

Name Cell
Number

Alternate
Number

Staff
Position

Cross
Training

Availability Notes
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Members and Volunteers
If your organization does not use volunteers regularly, you may need to develop a relationship with
your local Volunteer Center in advance of a disaster and have a plan for managing volunteers in
place in advance.

● Do you currently have staff in charge of volunteer activities? Will they be available
during a disaster? Who can be cross-trained?

● Are your current members and volunteers appropriate for disaster related work?
● Do your current recruiting methods include disaster response and recovery

positions and training?
● What activities should not be assigned to spontaneous (or untrained) members or

volunteers? (HIPAA protected client services, for example)
● What activities can be assigned to spontaneous (or untrained) members or

volunteers? (shelter set up)
● What safety or legal considerations should be included in your plans when working

with volunteers? (Liability insurance, background checks, request for specialized
knowledge or certification)

List some ways that volunteers can support your disaster mission statement.
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Meeting Member Needs
When disaster strikes, there may be staff, members, other organizations or even the public within
the facility. Planning for the care and safety of these people is the first order of business in the
immediate aftermath of a disaster.

● How many people are likely to be present in your facility
○ On a weekday?__________
○ On a weekend?__________
○ In the evening?__________
○ During a special event?__________

● Do you have pre-designated evacuation meeting points? How do people know
where those places are? How do you intend to take attendance at the evacuation
site?

● Do you have a Mobilization Plan for on site staff to act in a disaster? How will you
contact off site management or first responders?

● How will you find out the condition of people (staff and members) who are off-site,
at alternate sites, or working from home?
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● Do you have people on site with special needs? (Assistive Devices, Medications,
Infant Supplies, etcetera) Do you have a plan for these items, either per individual
or collectively? Where can you locate additional resources?

On Site Supplies
Create and maintain an on site supply cache to support the most likely number of people on your
site for 3 days following a major disaster. As a House of Worship, neighbors may come to your site
for assistance as well. Consider storing these supplies in more than one location, in case one area
of the facility is inaccessible. These supplies compliment the supplies located in your Evacuation
Go Kit, listed below.

● Food and Water ● Radios ● Blankets (Mylar)

● First Aid Supplies ● Batteries ● Garbage Bags

● Lights/Flashlights ● Whistles ● Duct Tape

● Tools (shutoffs,
search and rescue,
and repairs)

● Backup generator (to
power lights, phones,
or refrigeration)

● Games or books for
entertainment

Emergency Supplies are stored in the following locations:
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Go Kits
The evacuation go kit should contain the necessary resources to assure basic life and safety of the
people who evacuate as well as vital documents or items that will be necessary for continuing
operations should the facility be unusable for the foreseeable future. Documentation may be safely
stored on a thumb drive or in the cloud - BE SURE TO UPDATE INFORMATION EVERY 6 MONTHS

Documentation

● Emergency Plans ● Deed or Lease ● Taxpayer ID

● Contact Lists - Staff
and Members*

● Banking Information ● Insurance
Documents

● MOUs with other
organizations

● Emergency Line of
Credit Information

● Business or Exempt
Status Documents

Emergency Items

● First Aid Kit ● Battery Backup ● Cash

● Radio ● N95 or dust masks ● Garbage Bags

● Duct Tape ● Multi-Tool ● Paper and Pens

*Consider keeping contact lists on a clipboard for ease of use when locating people and
determining their status.

Go Kits are stored in the following locations:
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Facility Preparation
There are many steps that can be taken to make the facility safer during a disaster. Maintaining
emergency signage, securing items against earthquakes, and facilitating emergency response
efforts can protect life and property.

Facility Information

Use Type (Social Program, School, Religious
Services, Childcare, etc)

Total Square Footage Year Built

Type of Construction Number of Stories

Basement Number of Rooms

Pertinent Features (Glass Walls, Elevators,
etc)

Facility Mitigation

● Bolt shelves and
cabinets to wall

● Move heavy items low
in rooms

● Trim trees that
might fall

● Strap down
equipment

● Inspect fire
extinguishers annually

● Secure breakables
with museum wax

● Keep Exit
pathways clear

● Secure water heaters
and boilers

● Trim trees that
might fall

● Install cabinet
latches

● Properly store
hazardous chemicals

● Install smoke
detectors

● Fasten pictures
with hooks

● Photograph facility for
documentation

● Install emergency
lighting

Facility Mapping (locate the following items)

● Escape routes ● Fire exits ● Fire extinguishers

● Generators ● Gas and water shutoff ● Emergency supplies

● First aid kits ● Tool kits ● Documents safe
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Signage
Make preparedness visible - and point it out often! If you have multiple languages spoken or read
in your facility, post in all languages.

Typical and Universal Signage

*Purchase Braille signage from a reputable company, many signs on Amazon are not ADA
compliant or accurate.
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Neighborhood Resources
Mapping your neighborhood resources is an excellent way to ensure that the important life and
safety needs of your staff, members, and the surrounding community are being met during a
catastrophic disaster, when you can expect to be self-sustaining for up to 3 days.

Key Local Resources Address

Fire Station/NERT

Police Precinct

Library

Hospital

Park

Pharmacy

Food Bank

Grocery Store

Hardware Store

Camping Store

Shelter

Gym

Pay Phone*

*Use https://www.payphone-project.com/ to locate the nearest payphone
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Evacuation and Transportation
Evacuation is more than just vacating the building. Have a robust plan that includes options for
temporary shelter and getting people home.

Exiting the Facility
● Have you posted evacuation signage noting the rally point in all necessary

languages? __________
● Do staff know to grab the Go Kit as they leave the building? __________
● Be sure to take attendance at the rally point and convey information to first

responders.
● Are their people in your facility that need extra help in evacuating? Who is

responsible for ensuring their safety?

● Do you practice your evacuation plan annually?__________
● Do you have signage prepared to direct people to an alternate location if you have

to leave the immediate area?__________

Alternate Transportation
● How will people move from the rally point to the evacuation location?
● From the evacuation point to their homes?

Alternate Transport

Contact Person Phone

MOU Agreement (signed and copy in Go Kit)
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Evacuation Location

Location Name

Address

Contact Person Phone

MOU Agreement (signed and copy in Go Kit)

● Are staff trained to support members at an evacuation site?__________
● Are there resources for special needs that may not be available at an evacuation

site?

Facility as Shelter Site
● Will your facility act as an alternate site for another organization?__________
● Do you have an up to date MOU and recent contact information?__________
● If needed, do you have sheltering supplies to accommodate the special needs of

the organization?__________

Organization Name

Contact Person Phone

MOU Agreement (last updated)

*The American Red Cross creates MOUs with organizations that are able to act as an
evacuation center or shelter during a disaster. Training and emergency supplies are
available from the Red Cross. Contact your local chapter for more information.
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Communication
Preplanning communication is one of the most important steps in preparing for a disaster.  The
ability to disseminate information will make or break the response and recovery effort.

Preplanning Checklist Last Updated

Develop Emergency Contact Lists

Develop Prioritized Call Down List for Leadership

Develop Call Down Lists for Staff and Members

Designated PIO to interact with Media

Social Media Message Sites (login information)

Voicemail Message Phone Number (instructions)

Advance Messaging for Common Scenarios

Developing Messaging
What Should Be Communicated?

● Operational Status Reports
● Damage Assessments
● Services Available
● Resources Needed

To Whom is Communication Directed?
● Staff & Volunteers
● Members
● Partner Organizations
● Funders
● Media/General Public

Who Conveys the Message?
● PIO Trained Staff
● Authorized Staff
● People who are consistent

How to Communicate Messaging?
● In Person
● Telephone Message
● Email
● Social Media
● Paper

What Can Be Prepared in Advance?
● Talking Points
● Key Messages
● Disaster Press Releases
● Emergency Funding Solicitation
● Distribution Lists

○ Media Email
○ Social Media Login
○ VOAD/Gvt Partners
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Communication Tools

● Easel Pads ● Signage ● Phones ● Runners

● White Board ● Markers ● Walkie Talkie ● Flags

Outreach Methods

● Mailing List ● 2-1-1 ● Canvassing ● ASL

● Website ● Radio ● Meetings ● Translators

● Texting ● Social Media ● Flyers ● Voicemail
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Incident Command Systems
Incident Command Systems (ICS) is a flexible tool for creating order from chaos in a disaster
response situation. It is the method of organizing people and resources used by first responders
for 40 years.

Roles and Responsibilities
Incident Commander - initiates response (determines necessity of utilizing ICS), appoints
Chiefs (below), establishes goals and confirms objectives will result in desired outcomes,
responsible for approving public information, closes incident with an After Action Review.
May not be the same person throughout the duration of the incident; true of all positions.

Safety Officer - Dedicated person to ensure all locations and actions are safe for
people involved.

Public Information Officer - Oversees and crafts communication to public, staff,
members, and funders about activities and status of the organization. Should be trained
in public information protocols in advance.

Planning Chief - responsible for tracking response documentation including rosters,
current org charts, situational awareness. Excellent at ensuring daily meetings occur.

Operations Chief - responsible for developing and organizing actions that support
objectives, which may include first aid, light search and rescue, attendance at rally points,
connecting with evacuation sites or transportation options, and providing staff to act as
runners or to canvas the neighborhood.

Logistics Chief - responsible for acquisition, storing and distributing necessary resources
(supplies and people) in order for operations to function. Works in conjunction with
Finance to properly document expenses for reimbursement or fundraising.

Finance Chief - Tracks all expenditures, secures financial resources of the organization,
keeps records generated by all other chiefs for the purpose of documenting response
efforts for reimbursement or fundraising. Should be trained in governmental
reimbursement policies before an incident.
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Operational Checklist (incident life cycle)

1. Meet at predetermined Command Post

2. Establish Command Structure (see chart below)

3. Start Record Keeping (log activity)

4. Perform Situational Assessment (what happened)

5. Establish Goals (safety and security)

6. Write Action Plans (create objectives to fulfill goals)

7. Acquire Resources (to meet objectives)

8. Go To It (only assigned tasks to meet objectives)

9. Document Situational Assessments and Action Plans
(on schedule)

10.Reassess and Repeat (on schedule determined by IC)

11.Close Incident (After Action Review when goals are
fulfilled)

12.Update Emergency Plans and Reset Supplies

Incident Command Principles
The reason ICS works is that it centralizes Communication. It does this by creating a
Unified (single) Command Structure with limited Span of Control (teams of 5-7 people)
and single Resource Repository (aka, list). Management by Objective, supported by regular
reporting (Situation Reports and Action Plans), keeps everyone working together.
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Sample Roster (update with latest information and include in Action Plans)
Incident Commander

Name

Phone

Email

Public Information Officer Safety Officer

Name Name

Phone Phone

Email Email

Operations Chief Planning Chief

Name Name

Phone Phone

Email Email

Logistics Chief Finance Chief

Name Name

Phone Phone

Email Email
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Situational Report
● Operational Period - this is often a 24 hour period but can be shorter at the

beginning when situations are evolving and staffing is changing. Situational
Reports look backwards, what happened.

● Information - Most commonly, this information is gathered in bullet point fashion
by each Section Chief and compiled by Planning. Consistent formatting is very
useful but does not need to be complicated.

● This report is important for Incident Commanders to determine if goals have been
met and what additional objectives need to be created. Finance will also use this
information for reimbursement and fundraising purposes.

Action Plan Report
● Operational Period - this is often 24 hours but can be shorter or longer as the

situation requires. Action Plans look forward; what are the next steps?
● Information - The most used information is the staffing roster, followed by the

Goals and Objectives, be sure to cross off but not remove Goals and Objectives so
that people know what has been accomplished. Also included can be site locations
and weather reports. Consistent formatting is very useful but does not need to be
complicated.

● This report is important for maintaining Unified Command (also known as staying
on task and in your lane).
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Financing
There are a  variety of considerations that will allow your organization to act quickly in a disaster
situation and to more quickly recover once the response period is over.

1. Understand your organization's financial situation. What are your assets, liabilities,
commitments, and limitations?

2. Financial Support Documentation. Have access to the following information.
a. Insurance Policies, with contact information
b. Deed, Lease or Title for your property
c. Incorporation documents, taxpayer ID, and articles of incorporation
d. Contact information for the local Governing Body and national organizing

body, if applicable.
e. Banking information, including list of all signatories and contact information
f. Memoranda of Understanding with other organizations to support liability

and reimbursement claims.
3. Liquid Assets

a. Do you have emergency cash on hand, for incidentals such as water or pay
phones?

i. How much?__________
ii. Where is it located?__________

iii. Is any of it in coins for pay phones?__________
b. Does your organization have company cards?

i. List who has these cards and their credit limits in Personnel notes.
ii. Can the cards be used for cash advances?

iii. Is it possible to get an emergency credit extension?
iv. Be sure your policies for use and documentation are robust enough

to support reimbursement by government or insurance adjusters,
especially if allowing staff or members to use personal lines of credit.

c. Does your organization have PayPal or utilize other donation platforms that
can be used to secure emergency donations?
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Service Continuation
The Disaster Mission Statement that was created at the beginning of this document is your guide to
what services will need to be resumed as quickly as possible. It also includes services and support
that Houses of Worship are uniquely suited to provide in an ongoing response and recovery
operation. This section acts as the transition from Emergency Plans to Continuity Plans.

Alternate Site Location

Location Name

Address

Contact Person Phone

MOU Agreement (signed and copy in Go Kit)

● Are typical services able to be performed at the alternate site?__________
● Are there special resources that may not be available at the alternate location?

Critical Supplies
● Create an ordered list of necessary items that might be retrieved from your facility

Necessary Item Importance Location
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Critical Suppliers

Necessary Items

Contact Person Phone

MOU Agreement (signed and copy in Go Kit)

Necessary Items

Contact Person Phone

MOU Agreement (signed and copy in Go Kit)

Necessary Items

Contact Person Phone

MOU Agreement (signed and copy in Go Kit)

Chain of Command & Succession Management
● What authority is necessary to sustain operations? What is the order of succession?

● What conditions would trigger delegation of authority?
● What are the limits on duration, scope and extent of delegation of authority?
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Ongoing Response and Recovery
Houses of Worship can be key community partners in disaster response and recovery
efforts. Residents know that Houses of Worship host community services and are likely to
seek you out in a disaster. Advance planning and assessment of available resources will
be vital to successfully supporting members as well as the local or even extended
community.

Houses of Worship can be used as
● Alternate Site for a displaced

house of worship
● Animal care facility
● Donations center
● Distribution center
● Evacuation site
● Emergency shelter
● Food preparation site
● Local assistance center
● Mass feeding site
● Transportation hub
● Volunteer hub
● Warehousing disaster supplies

Spiritual Leaders may provide
● Chaplaincy/spiritual care
● Pastoral services
● Special worship services

Staff and Members may provide support
with

● Advocacy
● Animal care
● Disaster casework
● Child care
● Cleanup efforts
● Counseling
● Food service worker
● Health services
● Home visits
● Housing
● Language translation
● Legal assistance
● Mental health services
● Managing donations
● Office support
● Outreach and communications
● Organizing volunteers
● Rebuilding/repair/restoration

efforts
● Relocation or moving assistance
● Resource development
● Shelter worker
● Site host for facility
● Transportation
● Warehousing and distribution
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15 Elements of the Community Based Organization
Agency Emergency Plan

1. Disaster Mission Statement (with Community Planning).............................. 3

2. Preparing Staff for Emergencies (Personal Preparedness for Staff)....... 4

3. Personnel (Availability of Staff After a Disaster)........................................................ 4

4. Volunteers (Recruit, Manage, and Task)........................................................................ 5

5. Meeting Client Needs (Shelter in Place and Evacuation)................................. 6

6. On-Site Supplies (Emergency Supplies for 3 days).............................................. 7

7. Go Kit (What to Bring when Evacuation the Facility).................................................. 8

8. Facility Preparation (Mitigating Damage to Surroundings).............................. 9

9. Signage (Emergency Signs around the Facility)......................................................... 10

10. Neighborhood Resources (Know What’s Available)........................................... 11

11. Evacuation and Transportation (Sites and Methods of Transit)................ 12

12. Communication (Messaging for Staff and Clients)................................................ 14

13. Incident Command Systems (Coordinating Actions and Resources)..... 16

14. Financing (Documentation of Assets and Obligations)......................................... 20

15. Service Continuation (Supporting Necessary Ongoing Services)................ 21

SF CARD is a 501(c)(3) Organization

To ensure that nonprofit and faith-based organizations serving the greater San
Francisco Bay Area’s vulnerable populations are prepared for a disaster; to play a

central role in the coordination of these organizations in their disaster preparedness,
response, and recovery efforts.
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